Artist Metadata
Artist Id
Music Story Id of an
artist

Name
Name of the artist

Realname
Real first name and
name of an artist (if a
person )

Main Genre
Music Story id of the
main genre of the
artist.
See genres values
tables.

Detailed Subgenres
Music Story id of all
genres and subgenres
of the artist.
See genres values
tables.

Genre relationship
type of relation
between the artist and
his musical genres or
subgenres:
- 'Main'
- 'Principal'
- 'Secondary'
- 'Influence'

Alias
Other potential
name(s) of the artist

Type
Type of alias: 'Alias' or
'Nickname'

Translated name
Translated name of
the artist
Related artist Id
Music Story Id of a
similar artist

Language
Artist’s translated
name’s initial language
Type
Similarity type of the
two artists:
- 'Similar'
- 'Influence'
- ‘Successor'

Member artist Id
Music Story Id of one
artist member of the
band

Start date
Date from which the
artist has been a
member of the band

Artist

Genre

Aliase
Translated name

Related artists

Band Membership

Collaboration

Biography

Top album
Top recording

Country
Country of the artist,
and ISO code of the
country

Birth
Death
Date and place of birth Date and place of
of the artist /
death of the artist /
Formation date for a Split date for a band
band

Copyright
Copyright text of the
image

Tags
Music Story tags
qualifying the image:
- Orientation: 'vertical',
'horizontal', 'square',
- Location: 'studio,'
outdoor', 'stage',
- Color type: 'color',
'black & white',
- Portrait: 'portrait',
'full-length portrait',
'half-length portrait'.

Famous for
Short text displaying
why the artist is wellknown
Ex. for Diane Reeves:
'Grammy Awardwinning jazz singer '

End date
Role Id
Date from which the Music Story Id of the
artist has left the band artist’s role within the
band (Id related to the
Music Story role table)
Collaborator artist
Start date
End date
Role Id
IdId of one Starting date of
Music Story
Ending date of
Music Story Id of the
other artist who has
collaboration between collaboration between collaborating artist’
been collaborating
the two artists
the two artists
role
with the artist
Language
Source
Language in which the Source of the
biography is written
biography:
- 'Music Story': French
with rights
- 'BDS/West10':
English with rights
- 'Wikipedia', other
languages, creative
commons
Picture Id
Name
Music Story Id of one Relative path of the
artist's picture
image file in the
archive file

Summary
Body
Author
Text of the biography Text of the biography Author of the
(short version)
(regular version)
biography

Socials
Facebook Id
Twitter Id
Instagram Id

Wikipedia
Websites
Wikipedia Id of the
Websites related to
artist's Wikipedia page the artist

Image

3rd parties Ids (*)

Type
Gender
Main role
Type of artist, band or Gender of the artist if Main role of the artist
person
the artist is a person
(type = ‘Person')

YouTube
YouTube Id of the
artist's YouTube
channel

Source
Source of the image:
- Label
- Getty
- Curated by Music
Story

Copyright
Copyright text for the
biography

Width
Height
Mime type
Width of the image in Height of the image in Mime type of the
pixels
pixels
image

UGC databases
Discogs Id
MusicBrainz Id

DSPs
Spotify Id
Deezer Id
Apple Id
Napster Id
Qobuz Id

Getty meta tags
Id to get the type of an
additional metadata
from Getty (See Getty
tags table)

Album Id
Rating
Music Story Id of a top Music Story rating of
album from the artist the album
Recording Id
Rating
Music Story Id of a top Music Story rating of
recording from the
the recording
artist
(*)
not delivered without related platform autorisation

All materials and content in this document are the exclusive property of Music Story.
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Album Metadata
Album Id

Title

Label

Distributor

Credit

Cover art

Review

3rd parties Id (*)

Similar Album

Format

Music Story Id of an
album

Title of the album

Label of the album

Distributor of the
album

Type of the album:
- 'Original'
- 'Compilation'
- 'Live'
- 'Karaoke'
- 'Ring’
- ‘Other’

Format of the album:
- 'Album'
- 'Single'
- 'EP'
- 'Mixtape’
- ‘MCD’

Release Id
Music Story Id of a
release

Title
Title of the release

Release date
Date of release

Distributor
Distributor of the
release

Barcode
EAN/UPC code of the
release

Support
Physical or digital
support for the release

Artist Id
Music Story Id of an
artist performing or
contributing to the
album

Role
Role of the artist

Main performer
Main performer
indicator

URL
Cover art’s URL

Width
Height
Width of the cover art Height of the cover art
in pixels
in pixels

Content
Text of review

Author
Author of the review

UGC databass
Disogs Id
Musicbrainz

DSPs (*)
Spotify Id
Deezer Id
Apple Id
Napster Id
Qobuz Id

Similar album Id
Music Story Id of an
similar album

Rating
Music Story rating of a
similar album

Canonical album

Release

Type

Source
Source of the review

Original release date
Original release date
of the album

Genre Id
Music Story Id of the
genre of the album

Rating
Rating given to the
album by our editorial
team, related to the
album’s importance
and quality

Language
Copyright
Language in which the Copyright text for the
review is written
review

(*) not delivered without related platform autorisation

All materials and content in this document are the exclusive property of Music Story.
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Recording Metadata
Title
Title of the recording

Recording

Recording Id
Music Story Idd of a
recording

Subtitle
Subtitle of the
recording

Duration
Duration of the
recording

Attached track

Track Id
Music Story Id of a
track

Release Id
Music Story Id of the
release related to the
track

Track number
Track number on the
release

Disc number
Disc number for the
release

Artist Id
Music Story Id of an
artist performing on
the recording

Link
Main performer
indicator

Credit

3rd parties Id

Audio - Machine
learning (*)

Audio descriptors

Rythm

Timbre
Harmony
Energy
Similar Recording

Lyricfind
UGC databases
Lyricfing Id of the lyric Musicbrainz Id of the
corresponding to the recording
recording

Moods
Themes
Moods of the
Themes of the
recording (see moods recording (See
values table)
themes values table)

ISRC
ISRC identifying the
recording

Hit
Editor’s pick
Indicating if the
Song selected by our
recording has reached editorial team as a
the charts
remarkable one

DSPs
Spotify Id
Deezer Id
Apple Id
Napster Id
Qobuz Id
Genre
Genre of the recording

Valance
Arousal
Perceptual measure of Perceptual measure
mood, related to
related to intensity,
positive or negative
energy and activity
feelings

Vocal / Instrumental
Music / Speech
Indicating whether a Indicating the
track contains vocals
presence of speech
or not
content in a track

Electric / Acoustic
Danceability
Studio / Live
Indicating whether
Indicating if a track is Probability that the
the track contains
likely to be considered track has been
acoustic content or not for dancing
performed live
(perception of tempo
and rhythm, stability
and regularity)

Event density
Rhythm class perception of tempo

Pulse clarity
Rhythm class perception of pulse

Tempo
Rhythm class - tempo

Binary
Rhythm class - binary /
ternary coefficient

Roll off
Timbre class - spectral
roll off
Chroma from 01 to
12 - key
Harmony class
description

Brightness
Zero cross rate
Timbre class Timbre class - zero
brightness
cross rate
Complexity chroma
Harmony class harmony complexity

Complexity
Rhythm class perception of
complexity
Centroid
Timbre class - spectral
centroid

Melodicity
Articulation
Indicates whether a
Indicates whether a
track contains or not a track contains sounds
clearly audible melody with staccato
articulation

Rhythmic Stability
Dissonance
Indicates whether the Indicates how much
rhythm is stable or not dissonant a recording
is

Spread
Flatness
MFCC from 01 to 13
Timbre class - spectral Timbre class - spectral Timbre class - MFCC
spread
flatness

Intensity
Loudness
Absolute loudness
Loudness range
Energy class - intensity Energy class - loudness Energy class - absolute Energy class loudness
loudness range
Similar recording Id
Rating
Music Story Id of a
Music Story rating of a
similar recording
similar recording
(*) not delivered without related platform autorisation
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Chart Metadata
Chart

Chart Id
Music Story Id of a
chart

Title
Title of the chart,
Ex: 'Top 25 - Hot Rap
Songs '

Provenance
Type of the source:
- platform,
- chart

Period

Starting date
Starting date of the
chart period

Ending date
Ending date of the
chart period

Ingestion date
Date of ingestion of
the chart

Song title
Title of the song
reaching the chart

Recording Id
Artist
Music Story Id of the Name of the
recording
performing artist of
corresponding to the the song
song

Position

All materials and content in this document are the exclusive property of Music Story.

Source
Name of the source
Ex: ’Billboard ’

Type
Element constituting
the chart:
- album
- track

Format
Format of brodcast
related to the chart:
- streaming
- radio

Country
Continent
Link
Broadcasting country Continent where the Link to the actual
broadcasting country source
is located

Artist Id
Album title
Album Id
Position
Former position
Best position
Music Story Id of the Album containing the Music Story Id of the Position or rank of
Position of the song Best position
artist
song
album
the song in the chart in the former period reached by the song
within all former
periods

Length
Length of presence
of the song in the
chart, numbered in
periods
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